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Abstract 

A discrete warehouse is a collection of two-dimensional unit-square objects (robot and 
obstacles), which are allowed to move horizontally and vertically along grid lines. In this paper, 
we consider motion planning problems in a discrete warehouse with movable obstacles. In such 
a setup one is allowed to move some of the obstacles in order to: 
(1) navigate the robot between an initial and a final position of the warehouse, and 
(2) construct a clearing (path) between two specified points. 
The final positions of the obstacles are unimportant for our problems. 

We consider two forms of obstacle manipulations: (a) remote, when the obstacles are moved 
by a remote mechanism, and (b) contact, when the obstacles are moved only by direct contact of 
the robot. We present necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a motion in both 
cases, and propose efficient algorithms for constructing feasible motions. 

1. Introduction 

Computational geometry, or more generally, algorithms, is a newcomer to the 
multifaceted area of robotics. The repertoire of robotics problems presently treated by 
computational geometry is admittedly narrow in view of the total scope of robotics. 
Most of the recent efforts have been towards studying the problems of motion 
planning. In this way there are basically two different options: (a) motion planning 
with fixed obstacles (or, obstacle-avoiding motion planning) and, (b) motion planning 
with movable obstacles (or, obstacle-manipulation motion planning). First of which 
has been called the Piano mover’s problem by Schwartz and Shark [3] and has been 
studied by many authors since (see [8] for an overview of some of these results). In its 
general form the Piano Mover’s problem is defined as follows: Given a fixed config- 
uration of obstacles in the Euclidean space and an initial and a final configuration of 
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a robot, determine whether there exists a continuous motion of the robot between 
its initial and final configuration during which it does not intersect (overlap) any 
of the fixed obstacles. This problem is known to be solvable in polynomial time and 
space. 

In contrast, the coordinated motion planning problem defined by Hopcroft et al. Cl] 
relates to motion planning with obstacles manipulation. The problem is to determine 
if there exists a continuous motion of a collection of disjoint movable objects 
constrained to move within an enclosed region, between the initial and final config- 
urations of the objects during which they do not interset either the “walls” of the 
enclosing box, or each other. They show that even the restricted two-dimensional 
version of this problem involving only rectangular objects in a rectangular region is 
PSPACE-hard. When the objective is to move only one robot in the presence of 
movable obstacles the problem is NP-hard [6] (even when all objects are squares, they 
admit a constant number of different sizes, and are allowed to move only vertically 
and horizontally). However, when there is only one movable obstacle the problem has 
a polynomial-time solution [6]. 

In this paper, we study a restricted class of the coordinated motion planning 
problem, where the (movable and fixed) obstacles and the robot are unit squares. We 
consider the following environment (see Fig. 1): A (discrete) warehouse containing 
a robot B and a collection of movable and fixed obstacles 0. For our purposes we 
assume that obstacles and the robot are all square shaped with unit dimensions, and 
are placed on the unit square grid. In an abstract formulation we view the warehouse 
as a subset (subgraph) of the unit square grid (graph). Each grid point is either empty, 
contains a movable object, contains a fixed object, or contains the robot. Motion of 
the robot and the obstacles is restricted to grid edges of the warehouse. 

We define two cases for such a system depending on the manner in which obstacles 
are moved: (a) by a remote motion (e.g., a mechanical arm or a remote control), or 
(b) by a contact motion. For a remote movement the obstacles are moved by a remote 
mechanism, called the grip, and the robot need not be adjacent to the obstacles 
being moved. In this case, robot B is just another obstacles of 0. For a contact 

empty 

movable obstacles 

fixed obstacles 

robot 

Fig. 1. A discrete warehouse. 
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movement the obstacle being moved has to be adjacent to the robot. In this case, 
robot B is a special object which can move on its own and all other movable obstacles 
of 0 can move only by its consequence. In both cases, movement of an obstacle is valid 
if it moves in an adjacent location on the grid which is empty. This configuration of 
obstacles and robot resembles a warehouse where items are stored in movable shelves 
and have to be retrieved by a robot moving on the grid edges. We permit the robot to 
access an item from a shelf by being at one of the four empty grid points around it. 

For both the contact and remote motions, we study two kinds of problems: 
(1) how to move the robot from an initial position to a final position in the 

warehouse; 
(2) how to construct a “clearing” (i.e., a free path) between two locations of the 

warehouse (one of these points may be a “door” on the boundary) 
For both problems we present necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
a solution and propose efficient algorithms for constructing feasible motions. 

In Section 2, we give the basic notations and some of the definitions required for 
describing our results. In Section 3, we discuss the case of remote motions. Finally, in 
Section 4, we present our approach for contact motions. Discussions and open 
problems are presented in Section 5. 

2. Preliminaries 

We denote the warehouse W by a rectilinear region of the unit square grid of size 
m x n. At any instant grid point (i,j) of the warehouse W is either empty, movable, 
fixed, or has a robot (e, m,f, or I, resp.). We represent the type of (i, j) by T(i, j) = x, 
where x~{e, m,f, r}. For our considerations only the relative positions of obstacles are 
important, since all the obstacle items are indistinguishable. Configuration R of the 
warehouse is specified by an m x n type matrix T which is like a snapshot of 
W describing the types of items for all m and n grid points of W. 

Consider an m x n grid warehouse W, with 1~ x <m and 1 < y < n. Grid point (x, y) 
is said to be H-adjacent to grid points (x- 1, y) and (x + 1, y), and V-adjacent to 
(x, y- 1) and (x, y+ 1) (if they exist in W). A grid point H-adjacent or V-adjacent to 
(x, y) is simply said to be adjacent to it. Also, (x, y) is HV-adjacent to grid points 
(x+1,y+1),(x+1,y-l),(x-l,y+1),and(x-1,y-l).Notethat,bydefinition,two 
HV-adjacent points are not adjacent to each other. 

Grid points of type e, m, and I are called free grid points and grid points of type 
f and external points of Ware called rigid grid points. We partition free grid points of 
W into equivalence classes Co, . . . , C,. If a free grid point is placed in class Ci then all 
the adjacent free grid points are also placed in Ci (see Fig. 2). Rigid points form 
boundaries of equivalence classes. 

In the following we describe five elementary motions (EM) permitted (in terms of the 
above notation) for remote and contact motion (symmetric cases are omitted); see 
Fig. 3. 
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c2 

Fig. 2. Equivalent classes. 
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Fig. 3. Elementary motions. 

Elementary remote manipulation: 
(1) Remote: If T(x,y)=e and T(x+l,y)=p then T(x,y)=p and T(x+l,y)=e, 

where pE{r,m}. 

Elementary contact manipulation: 
(2) Free: If T(x+l,y)=r and T(x,y)=e then T(x+l,y)=e and T(x,y)=r. 

(3) Push: If T(x,y)=r, T(x+l,y)=m, and T(x+2, y)=e then T(x, y)=e, 

T(x+l,y)=r, and T(x+2,y)=m. 
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(4) Pull: If T(x,y)=e, T(x+l,y)=r, and T(x+2,y)=m then T(x,y)=r, 
T(x+l,y)=m, and T(x+2,y)=e. 

(5a) Slide: If T(x,y+l)=m, T(x,y)=e, and T(x+l,y)=r then T(x,y+l)=e, 
T(x,y)=m, and T(x+l,y)=r. 

(5b) Slide: If T(x,y+l)=e, T(x,y)=m, and T(x+l,y)=r then T(x,y+l)=m, 
T(x,y)=e, and T(x+l,y)=r. 

Note that type of a rigid point remains unchanged under any combinations of 
elementary motions EM, thus we have the following fact. 

Fact 1. Equivalence classes are preserved under EM. 

Let R,, denote the initial configuration of W which is specified by the type-matrix 
TO. A configuration Rj is said to be reachable from a configuration Rip if it can be 
obtained from Ri by a sequence of EMS (i.e., elementary motions). For simplicity, we 
say a configuration R is reachable, to mean R is reachable from the initial configura- 
tion RO. The robot displacement problem (RDP) is the problem.of obtaining a reach- 
able configuration with the robot being at a specified grid point P,. In a configuration 
R there is a clearing from point P, to point Pb, if there exists a sequence of distinct 
points P, = P,, , P,,, . . . , P, = Pb such that P, is adjacent to P,, ,, for i < k, and 
T(P,)=e, for all j. The clearance construction problem (CCP) involves obtaining 
a reachable configuration R, which has a clearing between two specified points P,, and 
P,. We study both RDP and CCP. They are fundamentally different problems in the 
sense that in RDP the main objective is to move an object, in CCP the objective is to 
move holes (i.e., empty points). 

Consider two grid points P. and Pb. A shortest path Sab between P, and Pb is 
a minimum cardinality sequence P, = P,, P,, , . . . , P, = Pb such that P, is adjacent to 
P zi + 1, for 0 < i < k - 1, and P, is free, for 0 < j < k. If such a sequence does not exist (i.e., 
P, and Pb belong to different classes) then we write (SijI = co. In implementation, we 
choose co=mn+l. 

The number of e-type grid points (holes) in class Ci is denoted by hi. By virtue of 
Fact 1, his remain the same under EM, i.e., holes are neither destroyed nor transfer- 
red. 

In the next two sections, we study RDP and CCP for the cases of remote motions 
and contact motions. 

3. Remote motions 

In this section we study remote motion planning. The grip (or, mechanical arm) is 
allowed to move a movable object into an adjacent empty spot, or equivalently, to 
“move” an empty spot into an adjacent movable object. We will adopt the later 
convention, for it simplifies the proofs. (Using metaphor, the e/m type movement is 
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similar to electron/hole movement in semiconductors.) The XY-grip has only hori- 
zontal and vertical movements, resembling the pen movement in an XY-plotter. In 
compliance with the grid environment Wand the X Y-grip, all distances are measured 
in the L1 metric. The following operation, being EM (I), performed by the grip, 
changes a configuration (see Fig. 3, top figure): 

OP: if T(P,)=e and T(P2)=m and PI and P2 are adjacent 
then T(P1)+m and T(P2):=e. 

In the next two subsections we, respectively, study the robot displacement problem 
and the clearance construction problem in the presence of a remote robot. 

3.1. Robot displacement problem 

First we study the robot displacement problem (RDP). Consider the initial config- 
uration R,, with a distinguished movable obstacle B at a grid point PO. We aim to 
obtain a reachable configuration where B is at a specified grid point P,. Thus, an 
instance of RDP is specified by a pair (PO, Pf) of grid points (and an initial configura- 
tion R,). To simplify the case analysis below, we assume P,#P,; otherwise, the 
problem is trivial. Hereafter, when we say a free point we mean a free point in C,-,, 
where C,-, is a rectilinear polygon with holes containing P,-,. 

A free point P, is called a tight point if it has one of the configurations shown in 
Fig. 4 (symmetric cases are omitted). Otherwise, a point is called a loose point. 
A maximal set of adjacent loose points is called a loose component. Similarly, 
a maximal set of adjacent tight points is called a tight component. First, we consider 
RDP when there are no tight points (in C,). 

Lemma 1. An instance (P,, Pf) of RDP, involving only loose points (i.e., no tight points 
in C,) has a solution if and only g PO and P, belong to Co and h,, 2 1. 

Proof. (only if): If ho =0 then OP is not possible. Therefore, configuration of Co 
remains unchanged. 

(if) Consider a path ( Ph = P,, , . . . , P,. = PO) from an e-type grid point (a hole) Ph to 
P,, . By a sequence of OPs (interchanging type of Pxi and P,< + 1, for 0 < i 6 a - 2) the hole 
is brought adjacent to PO. Now, consider a path (PO = P,, , . . . , P,, = P,) from PO to 

T : tight point 

Fig. 4. Tight points. 
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Fig. 5. Moving B forward. 

P,. If Ptii contains B (the distinguished obstacle) and one of the grid points adjacent to 
it has a hole then we can move B to Pei + 1, as shown in Fig. 5. Since P,_ , is empty and 

it is adjacent to PO then (inductively) we can move B to P,. 0 

As outlined in Lemma 1, an algorithm for RDP involves obtaining a (shortest) path 
ShO between Ph and PO and a (shortest) path Se, between PO and P,. Note that if Ph is 
a grid point containing a hole closest to PO then the motion dictated by ShO and 
So, requires (in the order of) the minimum number of OPs. We shall later elaborate on 
the time complexity of the just described procedure. 

Next, we consider an arbitrary instance of RDP involving both loose and tight 
points. As shown in Lemma 1 (if part in the proof) a hole can move between any two 
points (even when there are tight points). 

Fact 2: A hole can be moved between any two points (within the same class). 

A tight point of a tight component adjacent to a loose point is called a door of the 
component. Note that the object B cannot go through a tight component employing 
the motion described in Lemma 1 (Fig. 5), for it requires a “thickness” of size two. 
Therefore, an alternative motion must be planned. Consider the adjacency graph of 
the free points in C,-, and a simple (vertex-disjoint) path Y =(Po =P,,, . . . , P, =Pf) 
thereof going through exactly one tight component r (i.e., both PO and P, are loose 
points). The path Y contains two doors Do and D, of r, where Do is the door closest to 
PO to Y. (See Fig. 6.) 

Case 1: There is only one simple path between DO and D, and it contains only 
degree-two tight points. 

Case 2: There are at least two distinct simple paths between Do and D,. 
Two paths between Do and D, are distinct if they are vertex disjoint except at Do 

and D,. Note that there are other cases beside Cases 1 and 2, for example, there might 
be two paths but not necessarily distinct. Cases 1 and 2 are discussed in the following 
two lemmas. Then, their generalization will be discussed. 
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Fig. 6. A path in a tight component. 

Lemma 2. In Case 1, B can move from P,, to P, if and only if ho >l+ 1, where 

I=JYf-IrI. 

Proof. (if): Assume h,, 2 I+ 1 (see Fig. 6, Case 1). We bring the holes, one by one, to 

(YnI’)uD;, where 0; is a free point adjacent to D,. The procedure can be 

accomplished (by a repeated application of Fact 2). Using the hole at DO we bring B to 

DO. Then B is moved to D,. Finally, using the hole at 0; we move B to P,-. 
(only if): For contradiction assume ho < 1+ 1. Consider a motion p, and the corres- 

ponding configurations RO, . . . , R, of the warehouse. There is a configuration in p with 

B at a loose point Db adjacent to D ,,. Let Rj be such a configuration with the largest 

index. When B moves from Db (in Rj) to DO (in Ri), to replace a hole I-I, then H cannot 

enter r in front of B because there are no other paths from Db to D, (see Case 1) and 

Ri and Rj are assumed to be such a configuration with the largest index. A repeated 

application of the above argument verifies that the object can reach D, only if there 

are I holes in front of it (or will be brought in front of it). A total of l+ 1 holes are used. 

Now, with B at D, one more hole is needed to move the object to P,. 0 
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Lemma 3. In Case 2, the object B can move from PO to P, if and only if ho 2 1. 

Proof. (if): Clearly, if ho=0 then B cannot move. 
(only if): Let Do Yy,D, and DOYy,D, be two distinct paths from D,, to D,, with 

Yy, = Y n r - {Do u D,}. First we bring one hole H adjacent to P,,. Using H we move 
B to D,,. Thus, H will be at Db - a point adjacent to D,,. H can be easily moved, to the 
starting vertex of Yb, if it is not already there. The hole H is then moved to P,, via 
a path Y,D,P,., . . . , PVI, where Yyo=(PV,, . . . , Pip,). At this point, B can be moved to 
PI,. This process is repeated until B reaches D, and H is placed at 0;. The object B is 
then moved to P,. 0 

Tight points adjacent to more than two other tight points and doors of a tight 
component are called closed points. Other free points (i.e., loose points or other tight 
points that are not closed) are called open. Consider a graph G =( V, E), called the 
block adjacency graph of class C ,,. There are four types of vertices: to each loose 
component we associated a loose vertex and to each closed point we associate a tight 
vertex. There are also two other vertices (point vertices) called PO vertex and P, vertex 
that, respectively, corresponds to P, and P,. 

If two tight vertices are in the same tight component and there are no point vertices 
in that component then we connect the two tight vertices by an edge. If there is a point 
vertex in a tight component then we connect it to the closest (one or two) tight vertices. 
If a point vertex is in a loose component we connect it to the corresponding loose 
vertex. Finally, door of each component is connected to the neighboring loose vertex. 
See Fig. 7. 

bridge 

loo.se vertex @I 

tight vertex l 

Fig. 7. A block adjacency graph. 
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If PO and P, belong to the same loose component then it corresponds to Lemma 1. 
Also if there are two distinct (vertex disjoint) paths in G between P,, and P, then it 
corresponds to Lemma 3 (Case 2). In both cases, one hole is both necessary and 
sufficient for existence of a motion. Thus, we will focus on situations not covered in 
Cases 1 and 2, i.e. a “combination” of Cases 1 and 2. 

A bridge of G (i.e., an edge whose removal disconnects G) is called a critical edge. 
Weight or a bridge is equal to the number of tight points it contains including the two 
points (that are tight vertices or point vertices or both) forming endpoints of the 
bridge. A subset of points of a tight component corresponding to a critical edge is 
called a critical tight portion. We set the weight of noncritical edges in G to zero and 
the weight of edges corresponding to bridges as indicated above. Also among all paths 
conisting of tight vertices between two loose vertices we keep the minimum-weight 
one. The resulting is a weighted plane graph that we denote by G, = ( V, E,). 

Consider a path Y in G, between PO and P,. This path contains a nonempty 
collection K of critical edges; otherwise, if 1 K I= 0, it would be covered in Case 1. Note 
that any path from PO to P, must contain all edges of K, for their removal leaves PO 
and P, in two different disconnected components of G,. We distinguish two situ- 
ations. 

Situation 1. PO does not belong to a critical tight portion: (For example, in Fig. 7, PO 
does belong to a critical tight portion but P, does not.) Consider a path Y in G, with 
two endpoints PO and P,. Let d*, called density of Y, be the maximum of weights of 
edges of Y plus 1. Note that any simple (i.e., vertex-disjoint) path from P,, to P, has 
density d*, by definition of a critical edge. 

Lemma 4. There exists a motion from P,, to P, ifand only ifho ad* + 1, where d* is the 
density of a simple path from PO to P,. 

Proof. (only if): From Lemma 2 it follows that if h,, <d* + 1 then a motion does not 
exist. 

(if): Let el , . . . , e, be the sequence of critical edges in a simple path from P,, to P,-. 
First we move IV(e,)+ 1 of the holes to the critical portion associated with el, where 
?V(e,) is the weight of el. As dictated in Lemma 2, we move B through that critical 
portion. At this point, B is either at a loose point or is adjacent to an open tight point. 
Thus, we can move all the holes to the next critical portion. The same procedure is 
repeated for all critical portions, one by one. Note that if d* =0 it means that there are 
not any critical edges and we need exactly d* + 1 hole (as proved in Lemmas 1 
and 3). Cl 

Situation 2. PO belongs to a critical tight portion: (For example, in Fig. 7, P,, belongs 
to a critical tight portion.) First, by duplicating vertex PO, we partition G, into two 
subgraphs G,, and G,, where G, is the portion containing P,. In G, we reduce the 
weight of the critical edge to which PO belongs by one to account for the fact that 
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B does not need to go through its door (i.e., it is already there). Employing the 
technique described in Situation 1, we find a path from PO to Pi. If such a path exists 
then we are done. If not, it is possible that in G, we can “move away” from P, to bring 
some holes in the critical portion. In G,, we find a path, if one exists, to the closest loose 
point. If such a motion is possible then by piacing B at IX, in G, we obtain a problem 
that is classified as Situation 1. We solve it as described before. 

Theorem 1. An instance of RDP problem dan be soloed in O(xlog x) time with O(A,) 
pre-processing time, where 2 is the “complexity” of Co and Ao is the number offree points 
in it. Furthermore, we can test for existence of a solution in O(u) time, where v is the 
number of vertices in the block adjacency graph of Co. 

Proof. We construct the graph G and G, of class Co, with each vertex classified as 
tight or loose, in O(A,) time, where A,, is the number of free points in Co. Also, we 
record the number of holes in C,, and the vertex to which the object B belongs. These 
tasks are done in a prprocessing step. If there are no tight vertices in G, then a solution 
exists if and only if both PO and P, belong to the same class and there exists at least 
one hole in C,,. Both Situations 1 and 2, to test for existence of a motion, require 
construction of a path. This task can be accomplished using a, breadth first search, in 
O(u) time. To move B from P, to some other point, since we know its current position 
and also G, is unchanged (see Fact l), O(u) time suffices. To obtain a motion, as 
dictated by a path between P,, and P,, not necessarily simple(see Lemma 3), we need 
to find a path in a rectilinear polygon with holes (i.e., class C,) involving x edges. x is 
called “complexity” of Co. This task can be accomplished in O(xlogx) time [7]. 

3.2. Clearance construction problem 

Next we consider the clearance construction problem (CCP). An instance of the 
problem involves two points PO and P, (and an initial cohfiguration R,). Problem of 
deciding if a clearing can be constructed is a repeated application of Lemma 1 (see 
Lemma 5, below). An interesting aspect of this problem is to minimize the number of 
OPs, as will be described. 

Lemma 5. There exists a reachable configuration with a clearing from PO to P, if and 

only if ho 2 (So f 1, where Co is the class to which PO belongs and.& f is a shortest path 
between Pa and P_ 

Proof. (only if): Assume ho < JS, f 1. 
Case 1: 1 S,, f I = co: In this case., PO and P, belong to different classes. Boundary of 

Co consists of a’set of rigid ppints, and thus, cannot be changed under OP. Therefore, 
in any reachable configuration ISo f) = cc (see Fact 1). 

Case 2: ISo f I # co: In this case, Po and 9, belong to the same class Cc,. In a clearing 
from P,, to P, there must be a path of e-type grid points from PO to P,. Thus the 
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Fig. 8. Matching holes with a path. 

number h,, of e-type grid points in C,, must be at least equal to the length of the path. 
Since lS,Jl is the length of the shortest path then there is no solution. 

(if): Assume h,, > 1 S,fl. We will show how to obtain a reachable configuration R, 
with a clearing from PO to P,. Consider class Co containing P,, and P,. Let 

po=pm,p,,, . . . 7 P,,= Pf be a shortest path from PO to P,, such that P,, is adjacent to 
P =*+I) for 0 < i < k- 1. Inductively, assume there exists a reachable configuration Ri 
with T(P,)= . . . = T(Prri)=e; this is certainly the case for i=O. Next, we show that 
there exist a configuration Ri + 1 reachable from Ri with T(P,), . . . , T(P,+ l)=e. 
Consider an e-type point Pj (#P m, . . . , Pzi + ,) in Co. Such a point must exist since 
ho 2 I Sof I and i ,< k. By virtue of Lemma 1, there is a configuration with T(P,) = e, 
where Pl is a grid point adjacent to P,, with rrl~ { rco, . . . , ni} (essentially by “switching” 

type~of Pj and type of PI). By sequence of (Xi - rrl) OPs we obtain a configuration with 

VP,,+,)= *** = T(P,,+,)=e. One more OP results in configuration Ri+ 1 with 
T(P,,+ ,) =e (by “switching” type of P,, and type of Pl). When k= i- 1, there is 
a clearing from PO to P,; see Fig. 8). 0 

Lemma 5 (if part) dictates an effective procedure for constructing a clearing. Next, 
we will propose an efficient implementation of the outlined procedure. When the grip 
is in motion it is either loaded (moving a movable object) or unloaded (moving toward 
an object to be moved). Let r be the total work needed for constructing a clearing. We 
can write r=r,+ z,, where zc and Z, are the total work done when the grip is loaded 
and unloaded, respectively. When the grip is loaded it moves much slower than when 
it is unloaded, that is, rc8rU. Thus, the primary objective is to minimize rL and the 
secondary objective is to minimize z,. Next, we present an optimal algorithm for 
minimizing rc and a 2-approximation algorithm for minimizing r, with respect to 
a fixed (e.g., a shortest) path S, from PO to P,. 
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Let & be the time that it takes to move a movable object into an adjacent empty 
spot. We can write rc = &q, where q is the total number of OPs. We aim to minimize 
q (denoted by q.,J, or equivalently, rc. 

We assume a (shortest) path S,, from PO to P, has been obtained. With reference to 
R,,, we construct a (complete) weighted bipartite graph H=( V,, VP, E), where V, is the 
set of e-type grid points in Co and VP corresponds to points of S,. Weight o(e) of an 
edge e=(ul, v2) is the length of a shortest path (as before, in L1 metric) from u1 to u2. 
Consider a matching M = {e,, . . . , el sI ,} in H. A motion pM corresponding to M is, for 
each ei=(ui,, Uil)EM, a sequence of w(eJ OPs resulting in a configuration with 
T(Ui,)=e. The number of OPs performed in pM is denoted by I]~. 

Lemma 6. For a minimum weighted matching M in graph H, qM = v*. 

Proof. Consider the path S, = P,,, . . . , P,,. In the final configuration T(P,) = e, for all 

i. Let Pai be the e-type grid point whose type was switched, by a sequence of OPs, with 
the type of P,. Clearly, ~*=‘&:kglS_,l, w h ere S,,,i is a shortest path from Pzi to P,,. 

Since M is a minimum weighted matching in G, and for each pair (P,,, P_) there is an 
edge with weight lS,,i( in G then w(M)<CiIi ISlriail, or equivalently, qM <q.,, . Since 
q* is optimal, the inequality is satisfied only if yap = u*. 0 

The motion pM corresponding to M can be obtained by constructing G, in 
0(x1 V,12 log I V, I) time, and obtaining a minimum-weighted matching in G, where 1 is 
total number of edges in C,,. For each matched edge a sequence of OPs is dictated (see 
Lemma 1). See [6] for a survey of matching algorithms. Whether we can exploit the 
geometric nature of the matching problem and employing a modification of the 
algorithm of [7] to handle obstacles, remains open. We obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 2. The motion pM can be calculated in O(l V$+xI V,12 log1 V,l) time, when 
x is the complexity of Co. 

Given a matching M, we aim to minimize the extra movement, that is, rU= A,/?, 
where 1, is the work it takes to move the grip from one grid point to an adjacent grid 
point and /I is the total number of grid points the grip traverses. Let b* denote the 
optimal B. Consider an initial position P, of the grip. When the matching is fixed (solid 
edges) the grip must move from P, to one of the holes at P,,. The hole is brought to 
a position in the path. This process is repeated until all the holes are brought to the 
path. 

Let (p1,p2), . . . , (P,_ Ir P,) be the matching constructed in the previous step. 
Consider the greedy unloaded motion PF: (Ps=Po,P1),...,(P,_,,P,-1). Let Ii 
denote the length (in &-metric) of the shortest path, involving obstacles, between Pi 
and Pi+l. The number of unloaded movements corresponding to PF iS fiF= 

Io+12+***+I,-2. 
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Lemma 7. /IF < 28*. 

Proof. We assume the path does not contain an empty point, i.e., II, la, . . . #O (other 

case is handled similarly). fi* is the movement from PO to some hole Pi (odd i) plus 

some matching between the holes (odd P,) and points on the path (even P,). Thus (by 

definition of mathing): 

where 1: is (at least) the length of the shortest path from PO to some hole P,. Also, 

I,k+ 1 + 1 <12k, due to the triangle inequality. Thus, 

/?r - lo = 12 + 14 + * * * + I, - 2, (1) 

(2) 

From Eqs. (1) and (2): 

fi*--1t+1,. 

Since /?*am/2 and lo+<l,,, then 2b*>flr. C 

Thus, the greedy motion pF is provably good and is readily obtained in O(m) time. 

4. Contact motion 

In this section, we consider motion planning in the presence of contact obstacle 

manipulations. As discussed in Section 2, the robot B must be adjacent to a movable 

obstacle in order to move it. It is easy to observe that movements of the robot in such 

an environment is more restrictive than in the remote environment. The robot can 

push, pull, and slide an object (see Fig. 2). We discuss necessary and sufficient 

conditions for RDP and CCP. In this section, we outline the fundamental issues in the 

contact motion. 

Unlike the case of remote motions, not every empty location of W is reachable by 

the robot. We refer to the reachable points as points in the circle of the robot B. 

Consider the robot B in a loose component (as defined in Section 3) with at least 

one hole in its circle. The robot can move anywhere in the component, performing 

a sequence of push and slide motion (similar to the remote robot, as shown in Fig, 5). 

Therefore, also in the case of a remote robot the difficulty arises when there are tight 

points. However, here moving through a noncritical tight component is not any easier 

than moving through a critical tight component, for the robot must be adjacent to 

a hole in order to move it (i.e., here, the robot cannot “recycle” a hole). 
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Fig. 9. RDP in contact mode. 

Consider the warehouse of Fig. 9, involving three loose components5L0, L1, and L, 

and two tight components r1 and Tr containing only (movable) obstacles. Assume the 
robot B is at L,, and it wants to reauh a point P, in L,. If there are enough holes in Lo 

then B can move the obstacles from r, into L,, - using the pull motion, among other 
EMS - to reach L,. Otherwise, it cannot reach P, by simply removing obstacles of Tf 
independent of the number of holes in L,. However, it may reach P, in the following 
manner. First it moves the obstacles of r1 into L,,. Now B has access to holes of L1. So 

it will move obstacles r/,‘one by one, into L,, (assuming there are enough holes in L,). 

Next, we will formalize the just described concept. 
Consider a labeled graph G = ( V, E), called the reachability graph of class Co. There 

are two types of vertices: open and closed. Each maximal set of adjacent open points 
(see Section 3, for definition) is associated with an open vertex. Similarly, each closed 
point is associated with a closed vertex. An edge indicates adjacency. Each vertex u is 
labeled with the number of holes it has, and is denoted by LABEL(u) (thus, closed 
vertices have label 0 or 1). 

We mark vertices of G to indicate B can reach it. Also, the number of hole that can 
be accessed by B is denoted by PI and is called efective holes. First, assume the robot is 
in an open component LO. ,Thus, at the first step (i.e., configuration R,) L,, is marked 
and H = LABEL(L,). With reference to Fig. 9, assume the robot wants to reach an 
open’point P, in L1 via a sequence of closed points ri = (P,, , . . . , P,,). For example, if 
there is an obstacle at P,, and a hole at P,,, then B can reach P,, if and only if 
LABEL(Le)> 2. At this point, due to the hole at P,,, H will increase. by 1. By 
repeating this procedure we can find all reachable points from B and the updated 
number of holes H in rl. Once we reach the open component L1, H will be increased 
by LABEL(L1,).’ Inductively, we find all reachable points (i.e., marked points). 

In O(&) (preprocessing) time we find all reachable points, where A0 is the number 
of free points in Co. The robot displacement problem has a solution if and only if P, is 
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marked, i.e. it can be reached. Note that for a given robot B the reachable points 
remains unchanged under EMS. 

Theorem 3. An instance of RDP problem can be solved in O(1) time with O(A,) 
preprocessing time, where A,, is the number offree points in Co. 

In the clearance construction problem first we find all reachable points (in O(A,) 
time). Then in the reachable points we find a shortest path, in C,, , from P,, to P,. If and 
only if h (in this subproblem) is greater than the path length then a solution exists. 
Such a path can be computed in O(xlogx) time (see Theorem l), where x is the 
number of edges in Co. 

Theorem 4. An instance of CCP problem can be solved in 0(x log x) time with O(A,) 
preprocessing time, where x is the complexity of Co. 

5. Discussion and open problems 

In this paper we have introduced a new class of motion planning problems, called 
the discrete warehouse problem, for a robot on a two-dimensional grid in the presence 
of movable and fixed obstacles. Our results demonstrate that problems of this class are 
tractable, unlike the “warehouseman’s problem” of Cl] and restrictions thereof [8]. 

In the case of the remote robot, a number of interesting problems remain open. For 
example, in RDP it is interesting to find the minimum number of OPs required. Also, 
besides the issues about the existence of a motion of a robot and the feasibility of 
a clearing, as discussed in this paper, one can address other aspects of this problem. 
For example, in some situations it is important to know the shortest time clearing, 
where the goal is to reduce the total time required for clearing and not necessarily the 
shortest clearing (i.e., a clearing based on where the holes are located). 

In the case of the contact robot when the robot can perform only some elementary 
motions (e.g., only Push) then the structure of the problems changes. Also, when the 
robot can Push, Pull, and Slide K objects (K may be infinite) then the problem is also 
interesting. Questions about motions with minimum number of elementary motions is 
also a natural question, which we suspect to be NP-Complete. Note that when all 
objects are robots (or are adjacent to a robot) then the contact robot problem 
becomes the same as the remote robot problem. Thus, it would be of interest to find 
the minimum number of robots required to solve a given problem. 

Both for the remote robot and the contact robot a number of interesting class of 
problems are worth studying: 
(a) When the objects are not unit squares but have a constant number of (arbitrary) 

shapes the problem is NP-hard [HHS]. It is interesting to find the complexity of 
the problem when the objects have specific shapes and are aligned with grid edges. 
(e.g., when 2’ units squares are allowed). 
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(b) Problems in a dynamic framework, where the states of the shelves of the ware- 
house changes dynamically by external interactions. The problem of finding lower 
bounds for the various problems is another open question. 

(c) When the final position of movable obstacles are important then the problem 
becomes considerably more difficult. The question of intractability of this case 
remains open. 

(d) Complexity of the problems when the robot is “local” (when the robot does not 
have a global view of the warehouse) would be of interest. 

(e) The same class of problems in a three-dimensional grid are interesting. 
This paper, establishes a framework for considering motion planning in the pres- 

ence of movable obstacles which form a significant part of the robotics problems 
occurring in real life. Tractability of some motion planning problems in the presence 
of movable obstacles have been established. 
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